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GULF - STATES UTILITIES COMPANY
' P O S T O F F I C E B O X 2 9 51 * BEAUMONT, TEXAS 77704
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August 25, 1989
RBG- 31400 -
File Nos. 09.5, G9.25.1.5

U.'S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document._ Control Desk
Washington, D. C. .20555-

Gentlemen:
Riier Bend Station -Unit 1

Docket No. 50-458
_

Enclosed- is Gulf Scates Utilities' Annual Report pursuant to
10CFR50.59(b)(2). This. report describes facility changes, procedure-
changes, . tests and_ experiments frotn March 1,1988, to March 1,1989.
.These changes are included in Revision 2 to the. River Bend ' Station
Updated' Safety Analysis Report which was submitted to the NRC pursuant
to 10CFR50.71(e)'on August 25, .1989, - (RBG- 31,399 ) .

The changes are organized generally by ascending LCN/Section number.
If you have any questions concerning this report or require additional
information, please contact Mr. L. L. Dietrich at 504/381-4866.

Sincerely,

.f W 3
J. E. Booker
Manager-River Bend Oversight-
River Bend Nuclear Group

Attachment-

cc: U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000

j- Arlington, TX 76011

NRC Senior Resident Inspector h
P.O. Box 1051
St. Francisville, LA 70775 i g

8909010337 890301
'
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L Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 1.8-19 / Table 1.8-1
L -(page 175 of 238)g.
'

Description and Basis for Change:

The. subject change removes the1 requirement'of a technical review for a
L

.

purchase order prior to transmittal to the supplier. Regulatory Guide
1.123 ' requires technical procurement document review which is accomplished

I'at River Bend Station in the' purchase requisition and not required in the-

purchase order stage. This change removes this redundant technical reviewe

L ,' on the purchase order while maintaining the quality review.

Sunuury of Safety Evaluation:-:

The subject change will not' result in .any physical modification to the
pl ant. While material may be purchased from a vendor prior to.being on the
Qualified Suppliers List, controls are proceduralized to- preclude-
installation- in ;the plant. There is no reduction in commitment in the QA
program as a result of this change. There is.no reduction in any margin of
safety of any technical' specification 'as a result of :this change.
Therefore, this change does not involve an unreviewed safety question.

..

' Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 2.4-3 '/Page 2.4-15
/Page 2.4-15a
/Page 2.4-15b' '

Description and B6 sis for Change:
,

This change is to denote bounding walls on the diesel generator- building
roof and the- standby cooling tower pumphouse roof. The USAR had stated
that there~were no parapet walls which exist that would allow ponding of
rainwater.

.Sunnary of Safety Evaluation:

The probability or consequences of.any previously analyzed accident will
not-increase. No unanalyzed accidents are possible, and the probability or'

consequences of system malfunctions will not increase because the building
roof slabs, in.2ach case, are more than adequate to support the load
generated from the maximum amount of ponded rainwater, should the drains
become blocked. The margin of safety defined ir the technical
specification bases will not be reduced. Therefore, this change does not-
constitute an unreviewed safety question.

<
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Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 3.8-5 /Pages 3.8-16 and 3.8-20-

Description and Basis for Change:

.This change was made to allow the use of later revisions of code case N-192
for flexible metal hoses used in containment and drywell access' opening air
systems. The design' specification has been revised to allow the use of the-
latest .ASME code case for the subject flexible hoses. There is no
reduction ~to the technical or. quality requirements for the design or
manufacture of the part as a-result of this modification.

Sunnary of Safety Evaluation:

The probability of or the consequences of an accident or malfunction
associated with the failure of this part are not increased by this
modification. The ability-of airlocks to maintain drywell and containment
integrity as required by the technical specification bases is not reduced-
, by. this modification. Therefore this change has been determined to not
involve an unreviewed safety question.

1

~ Change Nuuher/USAR Section: LCN 5.1-6 / Figure 5.1-3a
|

Description and Basis for Change:

This. change revised azimuths for the reactor pressure vessel
instrumentation lines to correspond with line drawings, General Electric
drawing 769E505, sheet 3 and as-built conditions.

|L Sununary of Safety Evaluation:
1
1 The changes-do not impact the system operation, performance, capacity, or

reliability. 'This is a' document change only to update Figure 5.1-3a to
as-built conditions. Therefore, it was concluded'that these corrections do
not represent an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 5.1-7 / Figure 5.1-3b
/ Figure 7.3-1

Description and Basis for Change:

This change revised the 'iPCS level 8 isolation signal table on the
referenced figure to show the appropriate water level instrument contact
utilization and revises the logic diagram to be consistent with the

(' elementary wiring diagram.

|

2
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Sunnary of Safety Evaluation:'

These drawing changes have no effect on the system design nasis,
performance or operability. The drawing changes consist of revised
reference continuations, terminology corrections and one valve permissive
indication that was inadvertently omitted. The probability or consequences
of any previously analyzed accident will not increase as a result of these
changes. No different accidents than those previously analyzed are
possible, and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions nill
not increase. The margin of safety defined in the technical specification
bases are not affected by these changes. Therefore, this change does not
constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 5.4-49 / Figure 5.4-12b

Description and Basis for Change:

This change swaps off the tie point of the Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
system branch lines to the main line RHR line. The location of the tie
point on the drawit- is the only change made.

Sunnary of Safety Evaluation:

This is a drawing change that does not alter the RHR system, because no
physical modifications were made to the system. The change has no effect
on system function, performance or operability therefore, no different
accidents than those previously analyzed are possible, and the probability
or consequences of system malfunctions will not increase. The probability
or consequences of any previously analyzed accident will not increase. The
margin of safety defined in the technical specification bases will remain
unchanged. Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety
question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 5.4-56 /Page 5.4-9

Description and Basis for Change:

This change is made to modify the description of the MSIV safety design
basis to clarify the motive force for achieving the maximum closure time
requirement of the valve. The MSIV's are required to close within DBA
established time limits. The change explains that this is accomplished
through the combined action of springs and compressed air.

Sunsery of Safety Evaluation:

The closure requirements of the MSIV's are provided to mitigate the
consequences of the DBA and are not related to the cause of an accident

3
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scenario. No physical changes have been made to the MSIV's and the
capability of the MSIV's remain unchanged. There is no change to Technical
Specification 4.4.7 which requires that the MSIV's ensure that fission
products are contained and the core is not uncovered following a line
break. Therefore it has been determined that this change does not
constitute an unreviewed safety question.

I
Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 6.2-8 / Figure 6.2-73c

Description and Basis for Change:

This change replaced the existing non-safety grade annulus pressure
transmitter with a safety grade (Q Class-1) pressure transmitter. This
change allows the root valve to remain open.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The system design is not altered by this upgrade however, the new
transmitter gives the plant a more reliable annulus pressure indication.
The probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accident will
not increase as a result of this change. Use of a Q Class 1 transmitter
maintains the integrity of the ASME pressure boundary, therefore, no
different accidents than those previously analyzed are possible, and the
probability or consequences of system malfunctions will not increase. The
margin of safety defined in the technical specification bases will not be
reduced because the change produces no increase in any leakage path.
Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 6.7-10 / Figure 6.7-li
/ Figure 10.3-lo

Description and Basis for Change:

This change deleted four pressure transmitters in the MSIV positive leakage
control system and transferred the functions to other previously existing
transmitters of the same type and qualification.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The . pressure transmitters were deleted from the MSIV Positive leakage
control system and it's control logic because their taps were located too
close to solenoid valves in the system. Location near these valves caused
oscillations in indication during system initiation. The change of
transmitters does not affect the basic system function or logic. Location
of the sensor is changed, but not the pressure source. Therefore, the
proba.bility or consequences of any previously analyzed accident will not
ir. crease. The qualification and type of transmitter is not changed
therefore, no different accidents than those previously analyzed are

4
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possible, and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions will
not increase. The margin of.. safety defined in the technical specification

'

bases will not be reduced because the two independent divisions of the MSIV
Positive leakage control system remain unchanged. Therefore, this change
does not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

i

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN .7.3-72 / Figure 7.3-21 (sh 14 of 17)

Description and Basis for Change:

| This change was;made to add a'63.8 second time delay to the alarm which
indicates high pressure in the fuel building. . This will allow' the pressure
in the: fuel building to. stabilize and eliminate spurious alarm actuation

.

,

caused by the high traffic of personnel entering and exiting the. fuel
building.,

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The delaying of the fuel building high pressure alarm because.of its nature
.

will not increase the probability of an accident. The subject alarm is a
quality class 2 instrument and has no safety function. It does not control-
or maintain the negative pressure in the fuel building. Therefore, this

l- modification will not increase the consequences of an accident nor does it
reduce the margin of safety of.any technical specification. Therefore, it
has been concluded that this-change does not involve an unreviewed safety
question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 7.5-20 / Table 7.5-2 (page 13 of 18)

Description and Basis for Change:
<

, This change was made to correct the display range on the high pressure core
l. spray (HPCS) incoming power supply ammeter instrumentation. The range

originally was reflected as being 0-150 amps. The actual range is 0-600
1. amps, which is consistent with other sections of the USAR. This is a

document change to reflect as built control room design and correct a
discrepancy in the USAR.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

This change does not affect any control function of the HPCS power supply,
therefore the probability of an accident or malfunction is not increased.
There is no change to the basis of any technical specification. The system
design drawings reflect actur' load range and are the basis for this

I correction. Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviewed
safety question.

5
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Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 7.5-21 ~/ Table 7.5-1 (1 of 12)g"

- / Table 7.5-2 (4 of 18)

L Description and Basis for Chang :

This change corrects the USAR table noting the low pressure' core spray
.(LPCS) flow indicator. The flow range was, originally stated -as being
0-7000 gpm. The actual flow range is 0-8000 gpm on the control room panel..

:This is a document change to reflect the actua1' configuration of the plant
and no modification was made.

. Summary of Safety Evaluation:

This. change will not affect system operation or design. There is'no
reduction-to a technical specification or any margin of safety.' No
component failure- probability is affected. Therefore, it has been-
determined.that this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety-
question,

v.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 7.5-22 / Table 7.5-2-(pg16'of18)-

Description and Basis for Change:

This change revises the' USAR documentation to show that the control-
building HVAC system dampers,1HVC A0D171 and 1HVC A0D172 will no longer be

' classified as emergency ventilation dampers.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

These dampers are mechanically opened, no longer actuated by instrument air
and electrically inactive. Therefore position indication is no longer
required to support operator actions during normal and accident conditions,.
the probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accident will
not; increase. No different accidents than those previously analyzed are
possible, and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions will
not increase. The orgin of safety defined in the technical specification

|- bases will not be reduced. Therefore, this change does not constitute an
unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 7.6-23 / Figure 7.3-21 (sh. 9 or 17)

De u ription and Basis for Change:

This modification revises the alarm circuits for the fuel building
. ventilation system to indicate when HEPA filter train heater supply
breakers are open. In addition a white indicating light was installed on
; control panels to monitor if control power is available for fuel building
filter train heaters.

6
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ISummary of Safety Evaluation:

These indicating- lights were purchased to same quality requirements as
components originally. provided in these panels. The lights are seismically

-and environmentally qualified for their intended purpose. The probability
of an accident or malfunction is not increased by this chcnge. Presently
RBS is in compliance with P.eg Guide 1.47 as committed to the USAR. This
modification enhances existing annunciation by providing an additional j
input. to the inop alarm. This change, therefore, does not reflect an
unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 7.6-24 /Page 7.6-10

Description and Basis for Change:

This change corrects the description of the local power range monitor
display. to reflect the layout for RBS. No physical modifications to any
instrumentation or display modules were necessary or required.-

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

This change was'found as a result of vendor documentation review and only
revises the text in the USAR. The vendor documents correctly reflected the
description'and the as-built condition. The probability or consequences of
any' previously analyzed' accident remain unchanged. Because no physical
changes were made, no different accidents than those previously analyzed
are possible, and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions

'w!1' not increase. The u.argia of safety defined in the technical
specification bases is not affected. Therefore, this change does not
constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.1-17 / Figure . 9.1-23b

Description and Basis for Change:

This change adds flanges in the drain line between the demister and the
backwash tank of the fuel pool cooling and cleanup system. The flanges
allow easier and more rapid removal and replacement of the demister which
is located in a very high radiation area thereby reducing man-rem exposure.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

This change has no operational effect on the system. This change does not
. add, delete, or change any equipment that would increase the probability or
consequences of any previously analyzed accident. No different accidents
than those previously analyzed are possitle, and the probability or
consequences of system malfunctions will not increase. This change does

| 7
y
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not affect the ability of the fuel pool cooling and cleanup system to
perform it's_ intended function. This portion of this system has no safety

' function and will not affect any margin of safety defined in the technical
specification bases. Therefore, this change does not constitute an
unreviewed safety question.

' Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.1-18 / Figure 9.1-23b

Description and Basis for Change:

This change added a check valve between a demister and a backwash tank in
drain line 1 SFC-150-137-4' The check valve was added to the demister.

drain line to prevent backflow from the backwash tank into the demister and
ultimately into the fuel building ventilation-system.

Sumary of Safety Evaluation:

' The cleanup portion of the fuel pool cooling and cleanup system performs no-
safety function. The addition of a check valve does not change the
probability or consequences of an accident or malfunction previously
evaluated in the USAR, nor does it increase the possibility of an accident
or malfunction' different than any previously evaluated in the USAR. The
margin of safety as delined _in the technical specification basis was not
affected. This change does not represent an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.1-19 / Figure.1.2-20
/ Figure 1.2-23
/ Table 3.2-1 (Page 16 of 34)
/ Table 3.2-1 (Page 29 of 34)
/ Table 3.9a-5 (Page 1 of 7)
/Pages 9.1-12,36,38,40,71,77,77a,77b
/ Table 9.1-7 (Page 1 of 1)

Description and Basis for Change:

This change is to _ describe the seismic qualification of the fuel building
bridge crane. The seismic qualification of this crane was completed to
allow the crane to handle new fuel bundles over the spent fuel pool.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The qualification of -the crane was performed in accordance with the

| original design bases of the plant. Administrative controls prevent the

j' transport of objects other than new fuel bundics or loads in excess of 1000
L pounds. Previous accident reviews and analyses envelope the conditions

imposed by the potential drop of a new fuel bundle onto stored spent fuel'

|'
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in'the pool below. '.The~ probability.'or consequences of any. previously-,

analyzed accident will not increase. No unanalyzed accidents are possible,
.

''

and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions' will ' not
increase. The margin of safety defined in the techrdcal specification

-bases will not.be reduced because'the administrative controls will limit
the'~ crane to loads less than 1000 pounds which is below the technical-
specification limit of 1200. pounds. Therefore, this ' change does not'
constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.1-22 /Page 9.1-72
'/Page 9.1-72a
/Page 9.1-72b

Description and Basis for Change:

This modification to the USAR was made to reflect the use of the reactor
building polar crane ~during operational modes '1, 2 an 3 for the transport
of -RPV; stud tensioners Jnd the removal / installation of the refueling
platform mast.

Summary of Safety Evaluttion:

The subject change was evaluated through performance of a heavy. load lift
evaluation' for the components referenced above to maintain compliance with
NUREG-0612. The use of this crane for heavy loads during operational modes
1, 2. and 3 is bounded by an existing analysis in the USAR, therefore, the

.'

probability of occurrence or the. consequences of accident previously.
evaluated in tM USAR~will not t'e increased. The subject' change. includes
redundant adminf .rative controls' designed to preclude any newly- created ~
accident possibilities's outside the restricted . load path.- .The lifts
analyzed will not affect the ability to safely shut'down the plant. This
change. does not impact the basis for any technical specification.
Therefore, it has been concluded that this change- does not create an
u:1 reviewed safety question.

: Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.2-51 / Figure 9.2-4c

Description and Basis for Change:

This change replaced the 2 inch threaded cap hose connections with blind
J flanges.-on the makeup demineralized water treatment system acid and caustic
storage tanks fill lines. The purpose of this change is to improve spill
containment.-

I
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Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The makeup demineralized water treatment storage tank piping modified by
this change is non-safety related and not essential to plant operation,
therefore, the probability or consequences of any previously analyzed
accident will not increase. An improved method of capping the pipes for
containment of spills does not affect postulated accidents therefore, no
different accidents than those previously analyzed are possible, and the
probability or consequences of system malfunctions will not increase. The
margin of safety defined in the technical specification bases will not be
affected. Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety
question,

iy;ngeNumber/USARSection: LCN 9.2-53 / Figure 5.4-8
/ Figure 9.2-8h
/ Figure 9.2-8j

Description and Basis for Change:

This change revises the referenced drawings to incorporate corrections and
omissions found as a result of recent reviews of vendor manuals.
Continuation lines and coordinates were also modified to reflect the
current plant design basis and as-built conditions.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

These document changes have no effect on the probability or consequences of
any previously analyzed accident. The system still operates within the
same design parameters, therefore, no different accidents than those
previously analyzed are possible, and the probability or consequences of
system malfunctions will not increase. The margin of safety defined in the
technical specification bases will not be affected. Therefore, this change
does not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAP Section: LCN 9.2-95 /Page 9.2-69
/Page 10.4-23
/Page 10.4-23a
/Page 10.4-23b
/ Figure 10.4-3b

Description and Basis for Change:

This change was made to improve the operability of the cooling tower makeup
water system and the circulating water system. The circulating water flume
level transmitter indicators were modified to improve accuracy and record
output in the auxiliary control room. Cooling tower makeup water flow <

indication was modified for recording and trending in the auxiliary control

10
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room. . .In addition, an auto-control feature was added to the' circulating
water system blowdown ~ valve maintain average water level in the flume.

..

|
- Sunnary of Safety Evaluation:

The cooling tower makeup water system and circ >lating' water system are not
sa My related, nor will any failure or malfunction of a component in these
sp v ?s affect any safety related system or component. These systems are

- not required to operate' for a design basis accident or a loss of power.
Therefore, the probability or consequences of any previously analyzed
accident will not increase. No unanalyzed accidents are possible, and the
probability or consequences of system malfunctions will not increase. The

| margin of safety defined in the technical specification bases will not be
L reduced. Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety

question.

ChangeNumber/USARSection: LCN 9.2-112 / Figure 9.2-1b

_ Description and Basis for Change:

This change revised Figure 9.2-1b to show the 6ddition of a deposition
. monitor and a corrosion coupon rack to monitor corrosion rate and aid in
the chemical treatment of the service water system. There is no change in
the regulatory bo .ls.

Sunmary of Safety Evaluation:

Since these' changes are to a non safety related system and do not impact
its operation, performance, capacity, or reliability, it was concluded that
the chhnges do not represent an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.2-113 / Figure 9.2-7a

, Description and Basis for Change:

This change installs a coupon rack in the turbine plant closed cooling
water system for corrosion monitoring of various metals found in the
system.

Sunnary of Safety Evaluation:

The turbine plant closed cooling water system is not a safety related
syttem. This change does not alter the system's original design basis
functions or performance. The probability or consequences of any
previously analyzed. accident will not increase as a result of this change.
No~ safety related equipment will be altered, therefore, no different
accidents .than those previously analyzed are possible, and the probability

11
4
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or consequences of system malfunctions will not ' increase. No margin of.
safety is- defined - in- the' technical specification. bases and none'will be

1 required'as'a result of this change. .'Therefcee, tais changefdoes not
constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.2-118 / Figure 9.2-2a

[ : Description and Basis for' Cham:

.This change installed a coupon rack and it's' associated piping in the'
~

reactor plant closed cooling water system to monitor. the corrosion rate of-

various' metals found in the system.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

This modification is . located in the non safety related portion of the
reactor plant closed cooling water system and does not affect any safety,
related equipment or preclude any safety related actions in the event of an
accident. Therefore, the probability or consequences. of 'any previously
analyzed accident will not increase. In addition,'no different accidents-
then those, previously analyzed are possible, and the probability or
consequences 1 of: system malfunctions will not increase. The margin of
safety defined'in the technical specification bases will remain unchanged.
Therefore,-this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety ~ question.-

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.2-120 / Figure 9.2-4c

Description and Basis for Change:

This change lowered the overpressure setpoint of the relief valve on the
caustic dilution water heater in the makeup demineralized water treatment-
system from 85 psi to 75 psi to be consistent with other system relief
valve' settings.

Sunmary of Safety Evaluation:

The Lakeup demineralized water treatment system is not safety related and
-has no impact on safety related systems. Therefore, the probability or
consequences of any previously analyzed accident 'will not increase.
Lowering the relief valve setpoint will not create any different accidents
than those previously analyzed and the probability or' consequences of
system' malfunctions will not increase. The margin of safety defined in the
technical specification bases will not be reduced. Therefore, this change
does-not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

P
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Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.2-121 / Figure 9.2-la.

/ Figure 10.4-3c

Description and Basis for Change:

These changes added a connectinn point to the low point of the circulating-
water system and another connection point to the discharge of the normal
service water system. These changes were made to simplify pumpdown of the
circulating water system during outage maintenance.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

During an outage it is.now possible to cross connect the circulating water
system and the normal service water system discharge (near the flume) to
pumpdown the circulating water system for maintenance. The connection
point .to the circulating water system connects to a manhole cover at a low
point in the circulating water system. Flooding of the turbine building
from a break in the circulating water system at the system low point has
been analyzed previously to determine the effects on any safety related
equipment .and components and no effects were found. Therefore, the
probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accident-.will not
increase from these changes. No different accidents than those previously
analyzed are possible, and the probability or consequences of system
malfunctions will not increase. There are no technical specification
defined for these systems and none will be created as a result of these
changes. Therefore, the margin of safety will not be reduced. Therefore,
this change does not' constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.2-123 / Figure 9.2-4b

Description and Basis for Change:

This change relo. ad the restriction orifice from the inlet side of the
flushing. valves to the outlet side of the valves on mixed bed
demineralizers 3a and 3b of the makeup water treatment system, to allow
resin regeneration.

Sunnary of Safety Evaluation:

The makeup water treatment system is a non-safety related system, has no
impact on-safety related systems required for safe shutdown of the plant
and is not required to support engineered safety feature systems. The"

change to allow regeneration of the mixed bed demineralizers will not
.

affect the probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accidert.
Regeneration of the mixed bed demineralizers has been evaluated and
considered and reported in the USAR as a design basis prior to the change,
therefore, no different accidents than those previously analyzed are
possible, and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions will
not increase. The margin of safety of the makeup water treatment systems
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Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.2-124 / Figure 9.2-1d|

Description and Basis for Change:

This change adds a note to the normal service water system valve that
supplies backup cooling to the residual heat removal pump seals. The
operation of this valve is now administratively controlled.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The cooling water was originally provided as a backup supply to the RHR pump
seals in the event that the HPCS diesel generator failed to start following
a loss of offsite power. It has been determined that cooling is only
necessary when the pump suction temperature exceeds 212 degrees F. This only
occurs during shutdown cooling mode of RHR which is not used during an
emergency condition. Adequate provisions exist to supply cooling water
during the RHR shutdown cooling mode. Because no physical modifications
were made to the system, the probability or consequences of any previously
analyzed accident will not increase. The only operational difference is that
the valve will be locked closed to prevent inadvertent opening therefore, no
different accidents than those previously analyzed are possible, and the
probability or consequences of system malfunctions will not increase. This
valve is not required to be operated for safe operation therefore, the
margin of safety defined in the technical specification bases will not be
affected. Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety
question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.2-126 / Table 9.2-1
/ Table 9.2-15

Description and Basis for Change:

This change revised the design data reflected in the USAR for the HPCS
jacket cooler service water flow from 800 gpm to 650 gpm. The revision is
based on information from the HPCS diesel generator fecket water cooler
purchase specification data sheet. This revision allows a change in the
HPCS diesel generator service water low flow alarm setpoint from 800 gpm
a 700 gpm, to prevent frequent actuation.

Sunanary of Safety Evaluation:

Design allowable service water flow rate to the HPCS diesel generator is
based on the amount o' cooling necessary to prevent overheating while the

'HPCS diesel operating at rated capacity for the accident duration. Based
on a review of the HPCS diesel generator purchase specification, the
design allowable service water flow rate to the diesel generator jacket
water cooler is 650 gpm. The revised HPCS diesel generator cooling water
low flow setpoint of 700 gpm is well above the design requirement of 650
gpm. Therefore, the probability or consequences of any previously
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on a review of the HPCS diesel generator purchase spect'ication, the desion
allowable service water flow rate to the diesel generator jacket water
cooler is- 650 gpm. The revised HPCS d*<G ' generator cooling water low
flow setpoint of 700 gpm is well above the ":n gn requirement of 650 gpm.
Therefore, the probability or consequences of any previously analyzed
accident will not increase. Rebalancing of the service water flow is not
required as a result of this setpoint change and service water supply to,

other essential equipment is not affected by this change, therefore, no
different accidents are possible, and the probability or consequences of
system malfunctions remains the same. The margin of safety defined in the
technical specification bases will not be reduced because service water
flow to the HPCS diesel is not defined as a basis in the technical
specifications. Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviewed
safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.2-129 /Page 9.2-3 1

/Page 9.2-45
/Page 9.2-45a
/Page 9.2-45b

Description and Basis for Change:

This change revises the system descriptions for the normal service water
and standby service water systems to include epoxy coatings for internal
corrosion protection. These coatings are provided to enhance long tend
prevention of corrosion and organic fouling.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The installation of a thick (30 mils minimum) epoxy coating on the internal
surfaces of the normal service water and standby service water systems will
not affect the heat transfer capacity of these stystems. The coating will
not be placed on any heat transfer tubing and the coating design has been
sufficiently tested to ensure continued bonding throughout the life of the
plant. Proper application of the coatings will be assured through rigid
Quality Control procedures implementation. The installation of the coating
will not reduce any margin of safety as defined in the basis to the
technical specifications. It has been determined that this change does not
constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.2-137 / Figure 9.2-Id

Description and Basis for Change:

This drawing change revised a normal service water valve mark number on one
valve to eliminate duplication between division 1 and division 2.

15
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Sunnary of Safety Evalur' Mn:

'This. is an equipment t _ tiling change only. No equipment or hardware was
modified as. a result of this change. The probability or consequences of
any pre"iously analyzed accident will not increase. No different accidents
than tase- previously analyzed are possible, and the probability or
consequences of system malfunctions -will not increase. The margin of
safety defined in the technical specification bases will not be reduced.
Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.3-21 / Figure 9.3-la

Description and Basis for Change:

This change to the air instrument system replaced the heat regenerative air-

dryer with a pressure swing (heatless) air dryer. This modification will
bring the compressed air system to its original design requirements.

Sunusary of Safety Evaluation:

The modification to this non safety related equipment does not increase the
probability of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety'

r
previously evaluated in the USAR. A different type of accident or

. malfunction than previously evaluated in the USAP, will not be reated since
the new model meets the original design criteria. - The margir, safety has
not been reduced. Therefore, this change does not represent an unreviewed
safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.3-27 / Figure S A-15a
/Pigure 9.3-7h

Description and Basis for Change:

This change deleted drain lines ' rom the bottom of the reactor water
cleanup regenerative heat exchangers A and C to floor drains and installed
valves and caps on the piping. Spool pieces were also installed on the

F reactor water cleanup system lines connected to the lower heads of
regenerative heat exchangers A and C. System reliability is increased by
reducing down time for maintenance and repairs.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

Removal of the drain lir.es from the RWCU heat exchangers does not reduce
the reliability or degrade the operability of system. The drain lines are
closed during system operation and opened only to fully drain the heat
exchangers when the RWCU system is shutdown. Therefore, the probability or j
consequences of any previously analyzed accident will not increase. No
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different accidents than those previously analyzed are possible, and the
probability or consequences of system malfunctions will not increase. The
margin of safety defined in the technical specification bases will not be
reduced because the ability to maintain the required water chemistry is not
affected by this change. Therefore, this change does not constitute an
unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.3-123 / Figure 9.3-4a

description and Basis for Change:

This change replaced the existing oxygen analyzer in the reactor building
sampling system with a more reliable state of the art instrument. The
function of the dissolved oxygen monitor is to measure the c0rrosive
potential of the water in the reactor vessel.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The reactor building sampling system dissolved oxygen monitor is not
required to function in the event of a design basis accident. The
probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accident will not
increase because there is no change in the original design basis. The new
instrument is accurate, maintenance free, and more reliable than the
previous instrument therefore, no different accidents than those previously
analyzed are possible, and the probability or consequences of system
malfunctions will not increase. A margin of safety for the dissolved
oxygen monitor is not defined in the technical specification bases and will
not be required as a result of this change. Therefore, this change does
not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.3-127 / Figure 9.3-4a

Description and Basis for Change:

The following changes were made to the reactor plant sample panel: 1)
Replaced the existing rotometers with higher pressure instruments. The
previous rotometers failed on several occasions due to overpressurization;
2) Relocated the fine flow adjustment valves on the same panel due to the
removal of inline relief valves; 3) Removed inline relief valves on the
same panel. Pluggage of these valves was suspected to contribute to
equipment failures from overpressurization; 4) Add two new relief valves
on the same panel to replace removed inline relief valves.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The probability of panel leakage is not increased. Higher pressure
rotometers and removal of inline relief valves decrease the probability of
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leak' age by reducing' the probability of overpressurization. Therefore, the
'

probability-:or Consequences of any_previously analyzed accident will also
not increast. No different. accidents than those previously analyzed are

- possible, -and . the' probability or consequences of system malfunctions will
not increase based on the same: reasoning. ~The margin of safety defined' in
the technical specification bases will not be reduced.because tne ability-
of the panel to. perform it's design function is not affected by these
modifications.. Therefore, this change does'not constitute an unreviewed

|' . safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.3-128 / Figure 9.3-la

Description ~and Basis for Change:
m.
i

This ' drawing change. includes mark numbers for vendor supplied instruments
(oil gauge, discharge air pressure gauge, and load indicator) on the USAR
drawing. The instruments are installed on the instrument'' air . system
compressor.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:
,

- This drawing change does not increase the probability or consequences.of
any previously analyzed accident. No different- accidente than those
.previously analyzed are possible, and the probability or cor. sequences of
system malfunctions will not increase. The margin of safety defined in the
7 echnical . specification bases will not be reduced. Therefore, this changet
'

does not constitute'an unreviewed safety question.

[ Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.3-130- ~ / Figure 9.3-12e
'

/ Figure 11.2-1k

Description and Basis for Change:

L This change added a threaded union and connections to the seal purge inlet
and outlet lines for the liquid radwaste filter backwash pump to simplify
inaintenance.

- Summary of Safety Evaluation:

- The liquid radwaste systems limiting failure is the rupture of.the radwaste
storage tanks. . Failure of the. backwash pump seal purge inlet line or:

outlet line would not. affect the probability of tank failures. Therefore,
the probability or consequences of any previously. analyzed accident will

". . . not increase. Faflures of equipment and small leaks in process lines in the-

. liquid radwaste filter backwash. pump'will cause no different accidents than
those previously analyzed. The probability or consequences of system
malfunctions will not increase due to the simplification of periodic
maintenance on .the equipment. The margin of safety defined in the

18
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~ technical ! specification bases- will not be reduced because the system
redundancy is not affected by this change. Therefore, this change does not
constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.3-133 / Figure 9.3-3a
/ Figure 9.3-3b
/ Figure 9.3-3d-
./ Figure 9.3-3e

Description and Basis for Change:

, This- change added isolation valves to the sample lines for the new oxygen.
L analyzers located in the local turbine building sample panels. These
| additional valves allow easier maintenance on the analyzers.

1

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

'The sample lines affected by this change'do not perform any safety related
function. The added isolation-valves only serve to aid in performance of-
maintenance and will not' affect system operation or reliability. Therefore,
the probability'or consequences of any previously analyzed accident will-
not increase. No -different accidents than those previously analyzed are
possible, and the probability or consequences of system Malfunctions- will
not increase. ' The margin of safety defined in the technical specification
bases will'not be reduced because there is no impact on the operation or

' reliability of any technical specification related equipment. Therefore,
this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.3-133 / Figure 9.3-Ic

Description and Basis for Change:

This change revised the instrument air P&ID to delete a valve which is;

L associated with another system from the drawing and add a hose connection
for consistency with design and drafting practice. No physical changes
were made to the instrument air system as a result of this change.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

This P&ID correction and addition made by this drawing change notice have
no effect on the system design basis. Therefore, the probability or
consequences of any previously analyzed accident will not increase. This
revision does not add any new components or change the operation of any
system structure or component previously evaluated; therefore, no differ-ent
accidents than those previously analyzed are possible, and the probability

; or consequences of system malfunctions will not increase. The margin of
safety for the instrument air system is not defined in the technical

19
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. specification bases. :Therefore, this change does not constitute an
.nnreviewed safety. question.

Change Number /USAR' Section: LCN 9.3-140 < Figure'4.6-5c
/ Figure 5.4-2a

' / Figure'5.4-15b
/ Figure 6.7-16
/ Figure 9.2-1f
/ Figure 9.3-le
/ Figure 9.3-12d
/ Figure-11.2-la

Description and Basis for Change:

This change adds compressed air bottles to the instrument air. system for
extended _ operation 1 of the dampers in the auxiliary building. Due to the
increased storage' capacity, continuous operation of the charcoal' trains is
assured beyond thirty days by replenishment of empty bottles without loss
of the system. Also, continua +1on blocks on the affected drawings.'were
revised to reflect the appropriate. continuation location on each figure.

Sununary of Safety Evaluation: .

The ' addition ~ of. _ air ' bottles will add margin to the air reserve of the
- accumulators without' removing any safeguards of the system. The new
, installation'Lwas: seismically qualified, designed.and built to applicable
codes, therefore, the probability or consequences of .any. previously

- analyzed accident will,not increase. The air source to each header is from
four,1/4" tubes having a . total' flow area of less than 1", therefore no hign
energy line breaks' need to be. postulated or evaluated. 'In' addition, the
high energy com.oressed air bottles are not located near the main control~

room.' 'Therefore, no different accidents than.those previously analyzed are,

possible, and the probability. or consequences' of system malfunctions will
Lnot increase. This change will ensure the availability of the instrument
air system thus enhancing the margin of safety defined in the technical

H specification bases. Therefore,' this change does not constitute an
" unreviewed. safety-question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.3-141. / Figure 9.3-5a
'/ Figure 11.2-lj

Description and Basis for Change:

This change adds a strainer which. was inadvertently deleted from this
. figure--previously and corrects a typographical error in a continuation
number.
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Summary of Safety Evaluation:

These changes correct drawing errors only and no physical modifications
were made to the' plant. The addition of tMs strainer will not increase-
the probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accident.. No

.

different. accidents .than those previously analyzed are possible, and,the
probability or consequences of system malfunctions will not increase. The
margin. of safety defined in the technical specification bases will not be

_

reduced. 'Therefore, this change does not constitute an 'unreviewed safety
- question.

|

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.3-142 / Figure 9.3-lb
/ Figure 9.3-1c
/ Figure 9.3-Id
/ Figure 9.3-le-

Description and Basis for Change:

The changes to the referenced figures.were made as a result of a walkdown
of- the instrument air system to verify valve positions and system
configuration following system modification and upgrade. On figures 9.3-lb
and 9.3-Ic, certain valves normal operating mode positions were revised
from open to closed and others from closed to open to comply with the
latest station operating procedures. Other' revisions included showing:

threaded caps on certain valves, revised .line designations and locaticas,
and revised piping floor elevations. Due to the large umber . of additions
and changes to Figure 9.3-Ic, the figure was separated into two drawings
creating a new figure 9.3-le. Another new figure, 9.3-Id, was added to
provide a' reference table showing instrument air accumulators and root
valve designations and their interconnection to other Category I air
end-user. systems and equipment. The ~ valve positions on these figures
depict the plant in its normal operating mode and are for information only.
The station operating procedures- should be consulted for actual valve
lineups..

.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

With the implementation of the instrument air system modification, all
safety related equipment in the instrument air system or served by the-
system will continue to function as intended. .These drawing changes
reficct conformance to the station operating procedures for instrument air
system valves and equipment. No effects on the system design bases result
from these changes. Therefore the probability or consequences of any
previously analyzed accident will not increase. ' No different accidents
than those previously analyzed are possible, and the probability or
consequences of any system malfunctions will not increase. The margin of
safety identified in the technical specifications will not be reduced as a,

- result of these drawing changes. Therefore, these changes do not
constitute'an unreviewed safety question.
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Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.3-143 / Figure 9.3-16d

Description and Basis for Ch.ang_e-
~

)
This change adds a dewaterinn pump and piping to the clarifier blowdown pit I
to eliminate any potential flooding conditions. |

__

Summary of Safety Evaluation:
3

Equipment and floor drainage systems are designed to prevent contamination ]of the storm drainage system . with radioactive effluent from the sumps. 1

This addition of the sump pump discharge to the clarifier blowdown pit does
not involve radioactive effluents.- This change is for protection of-
equipment from flooding and the clarifier system function will remain the

. same, therefore', the probability or consequences of any previously analyzed
accident will'not increase. Because no clarifier system changes were made,
no different accidents than those previously analyzed are possible, and the
probability or consequences of system malfunctions will not increase. Noi.

margin of safety is defined in the technical specification bases for the'

clarifier portion of the equipment and floor drainage. system. Therefore,
this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety question,

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.4-42 / Figure 9.4-2a

Description and Basis for Change:

This change revised the source tap locatien of the low pressure pneumatic
tubing to the heater trip flow switches. The flow switches monitor the
filter heater air flow and de-energize the heaters on low flow to prevent
loss of charcoal efficiency and to. protect the heaters from burnout. The
new location provides better indication and detection of actual flow
conditions across the pre-filter.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

These modifications improve the reliability of the fuel building
ventilation system. This change does not affect or alter the operability
or the setpoint design of the filter units. Therefore, the probability or
consequences of any previously analyzed accident will not increase. No new
off-normal scenarios can be postulated as a result of this change.
Therefore, no different accidents than those previously analyzed are
possible. The probability or consequences of system malfunctions will not
change as a result of these modifications and this change does not affect
the margin of safety defined in the technical specification bases because
the filter unit will function as designed. Therefore, this change does not
constitute an unreviewed safety question.,
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Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.4-75 / Figure 9.4-7a
/ Figure 9.4-7b
/ Figure 9.4-7c
/ Figure 9.4-7e

Description and Basis for Change:

The drawing changes to the referenced figures are as follows:

1) Added depiction of arabient temperature monitoring in the reactor water
cleanup room in the containment building.

2) Revised normal operating position of various air operated valves and
dampers to reflect operating procedures.

a. Drywell containment purge supply fan system.
b. Auxiliary building HVAC.
c. Containment building ventilation.
d. Annulus pressure control system.

These drawing changes are reflected in the P&ID's to conform to the
operating procedures. Valve positions on'these figures depict the plant in
it's normal operating mode and are for information only. The station
operating procedures should be consulted for actual valve lineups. No
physical changes or modifications were made to components, systems, or
equipment.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The drawing changes provide conformance with the operating procedures of
valves, dampers, indicators and interlocks on various components. No
effects on the design bases result from these changes. Therefore, the
probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accident will not
increase. No di fferent accidents than those previously analyzed are
possible, and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions will
not increase. The margin of safety defined in the technical specification
bases is not affected by these drawing changes. Therefore, these change do
not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.4-76 / Figure 9.4-7b

Description and Basis for Change:

This drawing change revised the containment and drywell purge system normal
and pre-entry flow rates to be in agreement with the information in USAR
section 9.4.6.2.5. These drawing changes are reflected in the P&ID's to
conform to the operating procedures. Valve positions on these figures
depict the plant in it's normal operating mode and are for information
only. The station operating procedures should be consulted for actual
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valve _ lineups. No physical changes or modifications were made to
components, systems, or equipment.

Sumary of Safety Evaluation:

This drawing change reflects conformance to the operating procedures for
valves, dampers, indicators, interlocks on various components, and fan flow
rates. No effects on the design bases result from these changes. Therefore,
the probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accident will
not increase. No different accidents than those previously analyzed are
possible, and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions will
not increase. The margin of safety defined in the technical specification
bases is not affer?ed by these drawing changes. Therefore, these change do
not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.4-77 / Figure 9.4-la

Description and Basis for Change:

This drawing change revised the indicated fail position of the motor
operated HVAC dampers from fail close to fail as-is, in the control
building ventilation system. The drawing change was reflected in the P&ID
to. conform to the operating procedures. Valve positions on these figures
depict the plant in the normal operating mode and are for information only.
The station operating procedures should be consulted for actual valve
lineups. No physical changes or modifications were made to components,
systems, or equipment.

Sumary of Safety Evaluation: !

This drawing change revised the position of the damper fail positions. No i

effects on the design bases result from this change, therefore, the
probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accident will not
increase. No different accidents than those previously analyzed are
possible, and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions will
not increase. The margin of safety defined in the technical specification
bases is not affected by this drawing change. Therefore, this change does
not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.4-79 /Page 9.4-69

Description and Basis for Change:

This change disables the drywell unit cooler high temperature trouble alarm
in the control room to eliminate unnecessary actuation. The aackup warning
of a problem that might occur as a result of the loss of cooling, will be
covered by monitoring the ambient temperature in the drywell. A temperature

|
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in excess 'of 145 degrees (identified in the Technical Spec _ifications)
requires operator investigation' of the cause and action to correct the
problem.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The drywell ventilation ~ system is designed to maintain-an average drywell-
condition: of 145- degrees and 50% humidity during normal plant operation.
Drywell unit coolers are nci safety related and are not required to operate
following a_ loss of coolant accident. - The probability cr consequences of
any.previously analyzed accident will not increase due to the elimination
of this trouble alarm. The probability or consequences of system
malfunctions will not increase. The margin of safety is not defined and is
not required. in the technical specification bases and as such will not be-

reduced. .Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety
question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.4-82 / Figure 9.4-7d

Description and Basis for Change:

.This drawing change revised a note to clarify the source of the air flow
values on the referenced figure. The source of the exhaust air quantities-

(as shown in~ the figure) were actual as balanced values obtained during
testing while those other than exhaust air quantities are nominal design
values.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The auxiliary building air ficw described in the note does not provide any
cooling function. Dedicated unit coolers cool the cubicles and general
areas _of the' auxiliary building. Air flow from areas of lesser
contamination to areas of higher contamination has been verified by . field
testing and the values are so reflected in the USAR figure. The air flow
does not affect the operation of any safety related equipment, therefore,
the probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accident will
not increase. No different accidents than those previously analyzed are
.possible, and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions will
not increase. No margin of safety for general air distribution patterns is
defined in the techni;al specification bases and it does-not need to be
defined. Therefore, thh change does not constitute an unreviewed safety

L question.
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Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.4-85 / Figure 9.4-7b

Description and Basis for Change:

This change adds a note to a non safety related pressure switch installed
on non safety related portion of the containment heating, ventilation and
air conditioning systems filters to denote that they were not electrically
connected and abandoned in place as spare.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

These non safety related pressure switches were installed on a non safety
related filter train and discharge duct of the filter train fan used for
normal ventilation of tte containment. They were not electrically
connected to the control circuitry. Deletion of these pressure switches
does not affect the safe operation of the containment HVAC system and the
plant c6n be saftjy shut down following a total failure of this portion of
the system. The probability or consequences of any previously analyzed
accident will not increase. No different accidents than those previously
analyzed are possible, and the probability or consequences of system

. mal functions will not increase. There is no margin of safety defined in
the technical specification bases for this system. Therefore, this change
does not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

!

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.5-7 / Figure 9.5-2b

Description and Basis for Change: )
This change was made to revise the referenced USAR Figure to reflect
revised diesel generator starting air compressor control capabilities.
Compressor control is achieved by using automatic start and stop cycling or
constant operation utilizing the loader line to load or unload the
compressor. These are acceptable methods of compressor control per vendor
specifications.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The original diesel generator air compressor design bases included this
method of control and operation. Therefore, the probability or
consequences of any previously analyzed accident will not increase. No
different accidents are possible that are not bounded by previous analyses,
and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions will not ;

increase. The margin of safety defined in the technical specification '

bases will not be reduced, because operation of the compressors is not
required for startup of the emergency diesel generators. Therefore, this
change does not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

i

I
i
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' Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.5-~20 /Page 9.5-41
/Page 9.5-41a-
/Page 9.5-41b

Description and Basis'for' Change:

This change was made to revise the USAR description of the of the diesel'
generator. starting air. compressor control capabilities to describe actual
operation. Compressor control is achieved by. using automatic start and
stop cycling or constant operation utilizing the loader line to load or

~

unload ~the compressor. These are acceptable methods of compressor control
per.' vendor. specifications.

,

' Summary of Safety Evaluation:

-The probability Eor . consequences of any previously analyzed accident will
not increase. No unanalyzed accidents are possible, and the probability or
consequences of . system malfunctions will not increase . The margin-of'
safety defined:in the technical specification bases will not be . reduced,-
because operation of the compressors is not required for startup of the
emergency diesel generators. Therefore, this change does not constitute an-
unreviewed safet; question.

. Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.5-26 /Page 9.5-14

-Description and Basis for Change:

This change is to include visual flashing beacons and additional speakers
in.the page-party communications evacuation' alarms. This change provides
audible and visual indication to fulfill the licensing' commitment to IE-
Bulletin. number 79-18.

Sumary of Safety Evaluation:

The QA category III~ communication system has no interface with any plant
! . system important .to safety. Power is supplied from a non Class IE power,

I source. The probability or consequences of any previously analyzed.
accident will not increase. No unanalyzed accidents are possible, and the- ''

probability or consequences of system malfunctions will.not increase. The- .

margin of safety defined in the technical specification bases will not be
t reduced. Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety
L question.

|
|

l
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. Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9.5-55 /Page 9.5-16
/Page 9.5-16a
/Page 9.5-16b

Description and Basis for Change:

T.his change was made to install a distributed antenna system for' plant wide
communications using portable radios. In order to function as an antenna,
the -coaxial cables cannot be installed in conduit. Neither the NRC
Regulatory Guides nor the regulations require the communications-cables to
be run- in conduit. However, the physical . separation requirement of
Regulatory Guide 1.75 is met by keeping the communication cables
sufficiently separated from other cables.

Sumary of Safety Evaluation:
|

The probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accident will
not increase. This was shown by an Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
susceptibility test program. The EMI test program also demonstrated that
no'new common mode failure mechanisms were created by the installation of
the cable antenna system. Therefore, no unanalyzed accidents are possible,
and the probability or_ consequences of system malfunctions will not
increase. The.. margin of safety defined in the technical specification
bases will not be affected or reduced. Therefore, this change does not
constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9A.2-08 /Page 9A.2-13
/Page 9A.2-13a
/Page 9A.2-35b
/Page 9A.2-26

Description and Basis for Change:

-This- change 'is to add water spray fire protection and remove the existing
.one-hour fire rated enclosures to three motor operated valves in the normal
and standby service water systems in the auxiliary building and pipe
tunnels. These valves are located in fire areas AB-7 and PT-1. The
purpose is to make these valves readily accessible for maintenance and
testing.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The use of water spray fire protection in lieu of a one hour fire rated
enclosure is acceptable based on section III.G of 10CFR50 Appendix R and
Generic Letter 85-01. The probability or consequences of any previously
analyzed accident will not increase. No unanalyzed accidents are possible,
and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions will not
increase. The margin of safety defined in the technical specification
bases will not be reduced. Therefore, this change does not constitute. an
unreviewed safety. question..
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Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 9A.2-9 :/ Figure 9.5-Ib
/Page 9A.2-19
/ Figure 9A.2-2

Description,and Basis for Change:

This ~ change ' incorporates sprinklers into part of the heater bay used'for
heater decon/ removal .and the new oil storage area. This system will- be-
connected. to the existing heater bay fire protection system for water
supply.

Sunnary of Safety Evaluation: .

- There is no safety related equipment in the heater decon/ removal area where
combustibles _ will

~

be stored and protected by sprinklers. The same isnow
true for the new. oil storage area.- Therefore the' probability or
consequences of -.any previously analyzed accident'will not increase. The
probability or consequences of system malfunctions remains unchanged. The
margin of safety defined in the. technical specification bases will not be
reduced because this sprinkler. system is not and. does not need to be
covered by the technical specifications. Therefore, this change does.not,

constitute an unreviewed safety-question.
|

Change' Number /USAR Section: LCN 9A.2-13 /Page 9.5-5
/Page 9A.2-12
/Page 9A.2-13
/Page 9A.2-13a-
/Page 9A.2-13b
/Page 9A.2-27
/Page 9A.2-27a
/Page 9A.2-27b

Description and Basis for Change:

This change is to add water spray fire protection and remove the existing
one-hour fire rated enclosures to three motor operated valves in the normal

i_
I and standby service water systems in the auxiliary building and pipe

tunnels. These valves are located in fire areas AB-7 and PT-1. The
-purpose is to make the valves readily accessible for maintenance and
testing. *

Sunnary of Safety Evaluation:

The use of water spray fire protection in lieu of a one hour fire rated
enclosure is acceptable based on section III.G of 10CFR50 Appendix R and>

GenericL Letter 85-01. The probability or consequences of any previously
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analyzed accident will not increase. No unanalyzed accidents are possible,
and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions will not
increase. The margin of safety defir,ed' in the technical sp%ification
bases will not be reduced. Therefore, this change does not constitute an
unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 10.3-12 / Figure 10.3-Ic
,

Description and Basis for Change:

This change adds a note to the figure to explain that the internals have
been removed frc,.a valve IMSS-PVRSHLV2, the reheat steam high load valve for
the moisture separator. This valve, in conjunction with another valve, is
used to control.the rate of temperature change at the low pressure turbine
inlets thereby controlling thermal stress. These internals were removed
for repairs while awaiting replacement parts.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

With the removal of the valve internals, automatic throttling of the reheat
steem is no longer evailable. However, manual throttling of another valve
is available to perform the same function. The lack of throttling centrol

'(automatic or manual) may result in a turbine trip, but the consequences of
the trip will remain unchanged. Therefore,'the probability or consequences
of any previously analyzed accident will not increase. Manual throttling
of the reheat steam during turbine startup provides the same level of
protection to the turbine as automatic throttling. Operation in this
matter does not create any different accidents than those previously
analyzed and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions will
not increase. Throttling of reheat steam during turbir,e startup is not

-associated with any technical specification bases and does not affect any
associated margin of safety. Therefore, this change does not constitute an
unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 10.4-65 / Figure 10.4-3b

Description and Basis for Change:

This change to the circulating water cooling tower and vacuum priming
chilled water system added blind flanges on two valves to make the valves
leakproof. This modification was initiated to rduce the pressure drop and
increase the flow in the permanent piping to the blowdown pit.

Sunnary of Safety Evaluation:

The valves involved in this modification provide a connection for temporary
blowdown cooling and the addition of blind flanges downstream of the valves

30
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has no impact on equipment important to safety. The margin of safety has
not been reduced nor has the probability of an accident or malfunction been
increased. Therefore, this change does not create an unreviewed safety
question.

'

J

Change NQtr/USAR Section: LCN 10.4-70 / Figure 10.4-4

Description and Basis for Change:

. This change replaced carbon steel piping and components to and from the
residual chlorine monitor with stainless steel piping and components. A
blind flange connection and isolation valve were also added for chemical
cleaning and flushing the sample lines if necessary.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

A modification to the hypochlorite injection sysir , mL which the residual
chlorine monitor is a part, does not impact or change the bases of any
accident previously. analyzed in the USAR. Therefore, the probability or
consequences of any previously analyzed accident will not increase. No
different accidents than those previously analyzed are possible, and the
probability or consequences- of system. malfunctions will not . increase
because the chlorine monitor does not affect any systems required to
mitigate the consequences of any accident. The changeout of piping to
increase the reliability of the instrument does not affect the technical
specifications or their bases, therefore, the margin of safety will not be
reduced. Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviesed safety
question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 10.4-71 / Figure 10.4-Sa
/ Figure 10.4-5d

Description and Basis for Change:

This change added a strainer to outlet piping on the resin holding tanks in
the condensate demineralized system (CND).

Sununary of Safety Evaluation:

The installation of a strainer at the outlet connection of the resin
holding tanks -in the CND resin regeneration subsystem has no effect on any
safety-related systen, structure er component. The probability and
consequences of an accident or malfunction previously evaluated in the SAR
has not increased and the possibility of an accident which is different
than any previously evaluated has not been created. There has been no
reduction in the martin of safety. Therefore, it has been concluded that
this is not an unreviewed safety question.
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Change Number /USAR Sectinn: LCN 10.4-81 / Figure 10.4-3b -

Description and Basis for Change:

This ihange to the cooling . tower blowdown _menitoring system, increased the
size of the supply, return and purge lines from 3/4 inch to 1 inch, changed

!- the material from carbon steel to stainless steel, and installed a new
motor and impeller on the pump for the radiation monitor to improve
operability and reliability of the equipment.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The radiation monitor monitors the cooling tower blowdcen effluent
discharge to .the river and is required for plant operation, but is
considered non safety related such that the probability or consequences -of
any previously ' analyzed accident will not increase. This modification

L improves operability and increases the reliability of the radiation
| monitors so that no different accidents than those previously analyzed are

possible, and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions will
not increase. The margin of safety defined in the technical specification
bases'will not be reduced because the modification f6cilities ccmpliance

| with the technical specifications. Therefore, this change does. not
' constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 11.2-37 / Figure 11.2-1g

h Description and Basis for Change:

L This drawing change revised the position of recovery sample tank A
recirculation valve in the liquid radwaste system to reflect the normal
operating configuration.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The liquid radwaste system drawing change did not affect any hardware orr

| components, therefore, the probability or consequences of any previously
analyzed accident will not increase. Because no changes were made to the
normal or accident operating configuration of the system, no different
accidents than those previously analyzed are possible, and the probability
or consequences of system malfunctions will not increase. The quantity and
composition of the radioactive effluents are unaffected therefore, the
margin of safety defined in the technical specification bases will not be
reduced. Therefore, this changes dces not constitute an unreviewed safety
question.
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Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 11.2-38. / Figure 11.2-lj

Description and Basis for Change:'

This drawing change reflects the correct configuration showing a. reducer
attached to valve v328. No equipment or hardware was added or modified as
La result'of this change.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The drawing change to reflect the added reducer does not affect the
functioning' of the radwaste sample system. Therefore, the probability or
consequences of any previously analyzed accident will not increase. No
different accidents than those previously analyzed are possible, and the
probability or consequences of system malfunctions will not increase. The
margin of safety defined in the technical specification bases will not be

- reduced. Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety
question.

1

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 11.3-9 / Figure 9.3-1b
/ Figure 11.3-2c

| Description and Basis for Change:

This change installed metering valves in the purge air lines upstreem of
the hydrogen analyzers for flow adjustment of pressurized purge air. The

'

change also installed ma.aal shutoff valves, pressure control valves and
associated tubing to connect the hydrogen analyzer purge air lines to the
instrument air system.

Sussiary of Safety Evaluation:

This change revised the purge air supply to the offgas hydrogen analyzers
from the turbine building atmosphere to the instrument air system. The
purge air supply does not affect system integrity, therefore, the

1 probability or consequences of any previously analyzed accident will not
l. 4ncrease. No' different accidents than those previously analyzed are

possible, and the probability or consequences of system iaalfunctions will
not increase because grab sampling would be required should the hydrogen
analyzers become inoperative. The margin of safety defined in the
technical specification bases will be improved due to an improvement in
instrument accuracy as a result of more reliable calibration. Therefore,
this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

i
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| Change' Number /USAR Section: LCN 12.1-3 /Page 12.1-11
/Page_12.1-12-

,

Description and Basis for Change:

This change 1 revised the requirement to review procedure revisions for ALARA
concerns' and .the requirement to periodically review the operations,
maintenance, refueling, inservice inspections, and radwaste system
operating procedures for compliance with ALARA guidelines. 1his. revision
substitutes an equivalent method for incorporation of ALARA requirements,
namely incorporating into existing procedures as necessary the results of

' pre-job and post job ALARA reviews.

Suunnary of Safety Evaluation:

This is an administrative change in the methodology of implementing ALARA
policy. ' Incorporating as necessary the results of pre-job and. post-job
ALARA reviews into existing procedures allows concentration .of effort on
the reduction of man-rem exposure. All new procedures will continue to be
reviewed for ALARA considerations. The probability or consequences of any
previously anal; zed accident will not increase. No unanalyzed accidents'-
are possible, and the probability or consequences of system malfunctions
will not increase. The margin of safety defined in the technical
specification bases will not be reduced, because this is an administrative
:hange and does.not affect safety related components or- equipment.

-Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 12.5-2 / Table 12.5-3

Description and Basis for Change:

This change is to correct 'an error in the portal monitor sensitivity
reflected in the USAR. Cobalt-60 has never been used +.u calibrate or-
source check the Gamma-10 portal monitors purchased from National Nuclear
Corporation. The factory calibration settings and sensitivity
determinations were originally established with Cesium-137 source material.
The sources currently used at RBS were supplied by the manufacturer.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

| No physical changes were made to the portal monitors. The probability or
' consequences of any previously analyzed accident will not increase.

Because the use of Cs-137 as a calibration or response check allows for a
more sensitive gamma ray response test than does the use of Co-60, no

i unar.31yzed accidents are possible, and the probability or consequences of
system malfunctions will not increase. The margin of safety defined in the'

1. technical specification bases will not be reduced. Therefore, this change
does not constitute an unreviewed safety question.
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Change Number /USAR Section: LCN 15.7-2 /Page 15.4-21
Table 15.4-11 (pg 2 of 2)
Table 15.4-13 (pg 1 of 1)
Table 15.7-11 (pg 1 of 2)
Table 15.7-11 (pg 2 of 2)
Table 15.7-13 (pg 1 of 1)

Description and Basis for Change:

This change updates USAR section 15.4 to the latest Standard Review Plan,
updates the Chi /Q values and the corresponding EAB and LPZ aistances shown
in the USAR for the fuel handling accident and control rod drop accident,
and incorporates a 66 second delay time in the actuation of the control
room charcoal intake filter into the fuel handling accident and control
rod drop accident analyses. The calculated control room thyroid doses
were revised as a result of the revised fuel handling accident and the
control rod drop accident.

Summary of Safety Evaluation:

The delayed intake filter actuation time has no effect on the probability
of occurrence of any previously analyzed accident. Although the control
room dose has increased as a result of the conservative assumption of a 66
second delay in the actuation of the control room charcoal intake filter,
the resultant doses remain significantly lower than the value due to the
postulated loss of coolant accident (LOCA). Delayed filter actuation is a
result rather than a cause, therefore, no different accidents than those
previously analysed are possible, and the probability or consequences of
system malfunctions will not increase. The margin of safety defined in
the technical specification bases will not be reduced because no technical
specifications address the radiological consequences of fuel handling
accidents or control rod drop accidents. Therefore, this change does not
constitute an unreviewed safety question.
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